
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTRO PAK 

 
With Elite Racing you have unique access to winning selections and proven profitable betting strategies. 
If you can make the commitment to yourself to bet methodically and professionally as instructed 
then you can make as much as you want from your betting. 
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WELCOME TO ELITE RACING 
 

 
Elite are here to help you improve your betting skills and therefore your chances of winning at this fascinating game. 
We put an extraordinary amount of time into form and video study and combined with our experience and leading-
e d g e  methods, no other service can match our expertise in race analysis of Melbourne Racing. 

 
We not only provide sound, thoroughly researched selections, our main aim is for you to develop as a punter and 
eradicate the usual bad habits associated with aimless or compulsive betting. 

 
You can't get rich overnight, but you can do a whole lot better than Mr Average Punter who squanders a huge chunk of 
his pay packet every week. Less than 2% of bettors are successful professional punters. But when you consider that 2% 
of a usual Saturday race crowd at a city track is about 20 people, you realise that you have probably rubbed shoulders 
with them every time you've been to the track and more importantly, they are just like you. The only difference is they 
have dedicated themselves to winning at racing. Many are Elite clients. 

 
 

Checklist of a WINNING Punter 
 

 
 

 

We have already taken care of three of the nine critical points. If you can tick the other six you will win. 
Each point is simple on its own, but many punters give up this unique opportunity because they can’t 
muster or maintain the discipline. 
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ELITE RATINGS RACEDAY INFORMATION 
 

 
Melbourne and Sydney Saturday- Class meetings are covered all year round as well as selected night meetings and the 
city class meetings held at country venues. 

 
You always have several methods of accessing this information: internet (online members area), email and your 
smartphone. 

 
 

Go to http://www.eliteracing.com.au and click on the Members Login button: 
 

OR type in and bookmark: https://www.eliteracing.com.au/login/ 
You will require your username and password. 

 
 
 

ELITE RACEDAY INFORMATION: How to Access 
 

 
 

Raceday Service Where 
Internet Main Site www.eliteracing.com.au 

Smartphone www.eliteracing.com.au 

Members Login: https://www.eliteracing.com.au/login 

 
Email: Summary of the day’s bets and Race-day 
Pro-Sheets 

 
Emailed direct to you before 11:00am race- 
days. Usually well before that deadline. 

 

We try to get the raceday messages out before 11.00am deadline but the raceday information is not final until 
11.00am. If there are adjustments, the member’s raceday page is where to get that up to date information. 

 
 
 

Keep Up to Date 
 

 
Don’t get left behind! 

 
Please take the time read the latest newsletters and memos and make sure you read the extra information on emails. 
We are always explaining things in response to queries from clients or simply sharing new knowledge. If we find an 
extra edge you will be the first to know. 

 
 
 

Clients who do not bother to invest that few minutes and read the material soon get left behind and become 
confused. 

http://www.eliteracing.com.au/
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/login/
http://www.eliteracing.com.au/
http://www.eliteracing.com.au/
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/login
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Office Communications 
 

 
 
 

Email is always best. 
 
Our phone communication does not compare with our email customer service because phone calls can come in when 
we are under the pump and simply have not got the time to give considered answers to some queries. With 600+ 
clients it becomes impossible to allocate the time provide a satisfactory phone service. 
Email us with clear questions and we will put in the time to make sure you get the right answers, nearly always same 
day. 

 
 
 

Winning with Elite Racing: 
 

 
An Elite membership gives access to the Elite Ratings. That means the Top-5 rated selections in each rated race. 
That’s racing information that is regarded by professionals as the best available for Melbourne racing. 

 
We provide free betting strategies and ongoing, updated recommendations to keep up with the forever changing 
betting landscape in Australia. 
The hard part is done at this end but you still can’t win unless you apply our proven investment strategies with the 
resolve to give it a fair dinkum go for the long term. 

 
 
 

Track Conditions 
 

 
We put a lot of extra work into getting the track condition right and in over 90% of the meetings throughout the year 
we race on conditions that we expect. 
On the raceday message we list the track grading 1-10 (1 being very hard and fast and 10 being very heavy) - that we 
rate to and add notes if necessary so you can bet without worrying about the conditions. 

 

However, if you set a rule not to bet if the track grading changes more than one grade away from the morning 
grading then over the long haul you should expect better results. If we list two gradings, the first-mentioned grade is 
the one to use. For example, if we note our track ‘rated to’ as “3/4” the 3 should be used. If it is “5/4”, then use 5. 
All results are recorded even if the conditions change more than one grade. 

 
We look forward to the wet tracks because it is another area that our research, experience and methods provide a 
clear advantage. Windy days can be problematic and we keep detailed records of wind speed and very importantly 
wind direction. 
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Why Doesn’t Elite have Bookie Ads? 
 

 

Being paid for providing racing tips and having an affiliates arrangement with bookies is a conflict of 
interest. 

 
It is a bit rich to claim to provide winning information for members but then take massive commissions 
when their clients lose. (25% off their referred clients’ losses (and higher) for life). 

 
If you want to be a part of a service that gets paid by bookies if you lose, then Elite is not for you. 

Elite continues to lead the way in the racing services industry by the length of the Flemington straight. 

• Amazing ratings accuracy 

• Betting-strategies that really do win in real-time 

• Unequalled customer service 

• Always going that extra mile to make sure clients get 110% from their Elite investment from day one. 

• Almost a hundred of our 700 (capped) Australian and International members started with us in the 

nineties! 

But more importantly it is our proven integrity and honestly in all dealings that sets us apart. 
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Main Plans 
 

 
 
 

Elite COMBO Strategy 
 

 

Most members have chosen this strategy as their MAIN Melbourne and Sydney plan. 

The Combo Bets are calculated and presented on the raceday messages. 

 
 
 

Don’t worry, we work out the bets and do all these calculations for you. You can also refer to the Master 
Data Spreadsheet for the algorithm and calculations. It is online in your members/results area. 
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Other Plans 
 

 
 
 

Mel-Pro Strategy 
 

 
The Mel-Pro Strategy is a combination of the original Pro-Strategy bets that are listed on every raceday message 
(since 1987), the famous Mel-Combo bets and the Mel computerised ratings’ specials. 

 
 

It was explained to members in this newsletter 

Mel-Pro Strategy Explained in July 2022 Pdf 

 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/Mel-Pro-Strategy-Explained-in-July-2022pdf.pdf
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Other Plans 
 

 
 
 
 

Multi Betting: Exactas, Trifectas and First Fours 
 

 
Each raceday message (online, email and app) includes the “ALL-Rated” list for each rated race. 
This is where members go to source their Multi betting action for the day. 
The instructions below the list is our recommended method of setting up your multi bets. We have been noticing a 
return of value which started turning back in our favour mid-2019. 

Here is how a typical All-Rated Multi sheet looks after the results are filled in. 
 

The $17k div was $28k in NSW but we stick to Vic Divs 
for consistency. 

 
Boxing a number of horses is never a good idea. 
That is what the other 99% of punters do and it plays 
into our hands. 

 
Race 8 would have been a winner for a box-5 but the 
other three winning multis that we got at Sandown 
relied on the wide net we set for the placings. 

 
If we hadn’t found Flying Sardine (2nd Race 4 at 50/1) 
in our five rated selections she would have been right 
at the bottom of the list in tenth place (longest odds in 
the race). We take nine for second and third and 
would have missed the $17k F4. 

Multi Betting Success comes down to: 
 

• finding the winner in the top-3 Rated 
• including the right longshots in the top-5 
• having the net spread to nab the Pacodalis (Race 9- 
1) well down the list. 

 
 

We do all that that for you with uncanny consistency. 

Example: Race 8 above 

Three to WIN: 9-5-1 

For Second: 9-5-1 PLUS six more to make NINE: 14-12-17-2-6-11 

For Third: same as second: 9-5-1-14-12-17-2-16-11 

For Fourth: 9-5-1-14-12-17-2-16-11 PLUS three more to make twelve: 13-7-18 

It is up to each member to decide whether to cull numbers and what flexi bet amount they choose. If culling, work 

from the bottom eg: if you only want to take seven for second, 16 and 11 would miss that spot. 
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Multi Betting: Exactas, trifectas and First Fours continued… 

Example 2: Saturday 16th May 2020 
 
 
 
 

This is the All-Rated list from Saturday 16th May 2020. 

Our 3x9x9x12 system got three first fours, three trifectas 

and five Exactas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let’s see how we got that $39,000 first four and $2,900 trifecta collect in race 7: 

Three to WIN: 5-4-1 

For Second: 5-4-1 PLUS six more to make NINE: 11-2-13-15-3-6 

For Third: same as second: 5-4-1-11-2-13-15-3-6 

For Fourth: 5-4-1-11-2-13-15-3-6 PLUS three more to make twelve: 9-7-12 

Result: 

Number 5 won (Super Titus $17.00, top-rated) 

Number 6 came second (Mahamedeis $31) 

Number 13 Came third (Chapada $11) 

Number 1 came fourth (Carzoff $18) 

 
 

Exacta: Yes, $315 

Trifecta Yes, $2,932 

First 4 Yes, $39,294 
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Multi Betting Continued 

 
This is a list of a $100 Flexi Bet on all qualifying Multi bets (Exacta, Tri and F4) over three meetings in May 2020. 
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DANGER RACES 
 

 

If you do choose to bet on Top-Raters then at least give the “danger” races a big miss. Danger races have 
been explained, discussed and analysed in many newsletters. 

There is a column in the Master Spreadsheet that is uploaded each raceday morning called “Danger”. 
 
 

Top-Rated are in Danger Races if: 
 

• Caulfield Rail out greater than 8m AND distance greater than 1200m 
• BM races of less than 78 in the city 
• BM races less than 84 in the Non-City races. 
• 3yo races at the Non-City races. 
• Mel Spring races (October and Cup-Week) 
• Weight to carry 60kg or more 

 
 

(June 2022): Backing ALL top-Raters since Jan 2017 that are NOT in danger races (Column AL = Blank) has 
made $17,812 net profit! 

 
Backing ALL Top-Raters in Danger Races in the same six-year period has LOST $20,482. 

 

You do not need to do anything with this information because it is all factored into the Elite-Combo 
algorithm. But if you choose to bet on top-raters outside the Elite Combo or Elite Filters then at least 
discard the ones in “Danger” races. 
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Raceday Email 
 

 

The race morning email contains all the raceday information and usually arrives well before the 
11.00am deadline. 
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Raceday Email Attachments 
 

 

There are two attachments: the pdf version of the day’s ratings and the Excel Raceday. 
 
 

PDF: 
 

 
 

Excel Spreadsheet: 
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Colour Coding Winning Chances and Main Dangers 
 

In October 2020 we introduced a Mel colour coding system. We highlight the definite winning chances in 
green and the serious dangers in blue. 

 
Refer to Newsletters: Oct 19th 2020 and Oct 26th 2020 in your members/newsletters area for more detail and 
results as well as follow-up newsletters into 2021 especially the Aug-4th and Aug 7th 2021 newsletters. 

Elite Memo August 7th 2021 Pdf (Elite Combo final update) 
 

Elite-Combo Newsletter August 4th 2021 Elite Combo end of Season appraisal/enhancements 
 

In this example we had six REAL winning chances (green) and ONE that we considered a danger that would 
not surprise at all. 

 
 

Miami Bound won at $26. 
 

Note1: The order that the horses are listed as: Top-5 rated selection in order then the rest in order of AM (morning) 
odds. 
This example shows it was a very tough race. Our Top-5 rated are all green as well as Oceanex. Just the one other 
was considered as a genuine chance to upset our main chances - Miami Bound. 

 
Hush Writer was considered no hope (no colour) but was listed above Oceanex etc because his price (AM Odds) was 
shorter. Same with Trap for Fools/Miami Bound. 

 
There is a comprehensive Colour-Code Spreadsheet online in your Mel members/results area. 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Elite-Newsletter-October-19th-2020.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Elite-Newsletter-October-26th-2020.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Elite-Memo-August-7th-2021.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Elite-Newsletter-August-4th-2021.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Colour-Coding-Elite-Mel-2020-22.xlsx
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Elite Racing Data Spreadsheets 
 

 

Members have always had access to the most detailed results, analysis and interactivity ever made 
available to racing service members. We encourage members to analyse and audit the data we provide 
within your results member pages. 

• Master Data Spreadsheet Melbourne 
• Master Data Spreadsheet Sydney 
• Mel-Syd Elite-Filters Results Spreadsheet. 

We keep a detailed record of all our Elite Rated horses and provide spreadsheets that include all the base ratings data 
and the main strategies’ formulas and calculations. It’s interactive so you can analyse in just about any way you like. 

 
We upload the Spreadsheets on race morning and this data never changes. 

 
 

Knowing that this information is uploaded before the races, and is never changed, gives great confidence when 
doing what-ifs or testing filters on old data. The answer you get is based exactly what happened in real time. 

The Mel-Master spreadsheet is updated before the meeting and again with results as soon as possible after the 
meeting usually the day after the meeting. 
It is not a requirement that you be able to view Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets but members who do get far more from 
their membership. 
There is a FREE Microsoft Excel viewer available from Microsoft. Simply google it. 
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The Rating Sheets 
 

 
The Elite-Ratings rating sheets have been produced since 1987 and provide a wealth of information. They are used by 
professional punters and bookmakers for that extra information that is quite often only uncovered by the Elite Racing 
Form Analysis process. 
Here is what you see on the Race-day Pro-Sheet which is attached to your raceday email as well as uploaded to the 
members’ page in Excel and Pdf versions. 

 
January 1st 2023 Raceday Pro-Sheet Example: 
 

 
 

Abbreviations 

 Elite Ratings Top-5 Rated with assessed odds for most races on the card. 

 Other runners listed in morning odds order. 

 Colour Coding: Green = Definite Winning Chance, Blue = Definite Danger (could win 
without great surprise) 

 Accurate Speed Map for all runners. The “FAIR” heading at the top means the race is 
expected to be run at a fair pace. (Slow, Fair, OK, Good, Fast) 

o L = Leader 

o OP = On-Pace 

o M = Midfield 

o B = Back beyond midfield 

o LOP = Most probably Lead otherwise On-Pace 
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Abbreviations Continued 
 

o MB = Most likely Midfield but maybe Back 

o Etc 

 
 AM Odds: We list carefully calculated morning odds of each runner to 120%. 

 Trainer 

 Jockey (with claim if applicable) 

 Barrier. 

 Weight to carry. 

 Mel-Pro Qualifiers with bet amount ($10k bank) 

 The column next to the horse name is headed with the Pace of the race: Slow, Fair, 
Ave, OK, Good, Fast. 

 Form: This column rates the top five FORM horses. 

 Scen: This is the top five “scenario” horses ie: the best record at today’s race scenario 
(distance, going, track etc) 

 Elite Rated Order: this is the rated order of Elite’s Top-5 Rated horses. 1 means TOP- 
Rated. 

 Elite’s rated odds for each of the five rated horses. A guide only, no overlay betting at 
Elite. 

 Pro-Strategy Original: The famous Pro-Strategy suggested bet that has been part of 
Elite Ratings since 1987. Not a recommended strategy but does form the basis from 
where our main strategies are built. The Mel-Pro strategy uses this information. 

 
 

Confused or Overwhelmed? 
 

 

In newsletters and memos, we do discuss other strategies and ideas from time to time. Although Elite- 
Combo, Mel-Pro Strategy and Eachway Master are the main plans for Mel and for Sydney, Elite members 
have plenty of free data to make their own informed decision as to how they make best use of all the 
Elite raceday information. 

 
The bets for the main plans are worked out for you and listed on race-morning with the recommended bet-
size ready to bet. 

The Multis are a fun way to get involved in more races and get returns from more of the big-priced 
winners that we find on a regular basis. 
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Platinum Members 
 

 

Background 
 

Elite Software Generated Ratings (July 2021) 

For more than 30 years we have tested but resisted utilising many and varied computerised ratings programs. 
We do the form manually and it takes days. We constantly find opportunities that computers can’t. The Welsh 

Legends (top rated winner at $8.00) for example don’t come from a computer click. 

 
However, the program we have created in recent times has given us full confidence in its power to produce 

previously unimaginable profits from a non-human source. 

Of course, it is the amazing volume of data that it collects and collates that makes it so valuable but it has 
always been a challenge to successfully mine the data and produce tips that win consistently. 

We have the program that we can fully trust to deliver. 

 

It has been producing astonishing results and has created opportunities away from Melbourne and Sydney.  

You have already seen its ability to find big-value top-rated winners in those weeks where the Adelaide tips 
were provided free. 

This is not a simple Don Scott weights and measures program that the others use to work out their tips in 

seconds with the push of a button. 

Our trials using this technology have amazed us. 
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Elite Platinum Members 
 

 
 

 

E4 Betting 
 

 

Platinum members also get full access to Melbourne and Sydney memberships as part of the Platinum package. 
 

Starting live on August 1st, 2022, the Platinum E4-Suite is the main strategy for Platinum members 
combining plans from those services – the Best of the Best. 

 

E4 Current Version Explained 

Elite Newsletter November 16th 2022 Pdf 
Post-Spring review 

E4-Online Excel to Nov 12th 2022 (Includes original and current algorithms. 

E4-Suite Original 2021-2022 Pdf 

E4-Suite Original CURRENT Season Pdf 

E4-Suite 2021-2022 Ver-Nov 2022 Pdf 

E4-Suite 2021-2022 Ver-Nov 2022 CURRENT Season Pdf 

 

We do it all for you! 
 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Elite-Newsletter-November-16th-2022-1.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/E4-Online-1.xlsx
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/E4-Suite-Original-2021-2022.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/E4-Suite-Original-CURRENT-Season.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/E4-Suite-2021-2022-Ver-Nov-2022.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/E4-Suite-2021-2022-Ver-Nov-2022-CURRENT-Season.pdf
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Elite Platinum Members 
 

 
 
 
 

Q & A. 
 
 
 
 

Q: You mentioned that you are sourcing some Platinum (E4-Bets) qualifiers from computerised Mel and 
Syd ratings. Do we get access to those ratings? 

 
A: No. We do put Mel and Syd through our computerised ratings program but that is to find special top-raters that 

pass a series of strict filters. They get considered for a spot in the Platinum E4 Strategy. A lot of the ratings information 

falls short of Elite Ratings. There are some gems amongst them and we know where they are. It would simply be 

confusing to provide two sets of ratings for Mel and for Syd. 

 
 

Q: Are the strategies set in concrete or do you expect some adjustments along the way. 
 

A: We have the settings in place that will ensure long-term profitable performance but if we see opportunities for 

improvement, we will implement them. We never stop striving for perfection. 

 
Q: What time do we get the raceday information? 

 
A: The later we can hold off, the more accurate the data. We hope to get the info online and emailed at least half 
an hour before the first event. We usually make a note on the Mel raceday sheet as to what time to expect the 

Platinum, MX and Adl messages. 
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Elite Nationwide Best 
 

 
 

We uncover the standout computer-generated bets for the day. throughout Australia. 
The bets are provided by email and online by 11:30am (or half an hour prior to the first betting race). 

 
Saturday Coverage 

 
At the Saturday (and major Public Holiday meetings) the Nationwide service provides the Nationwide Best Bets from 
Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth. 

 
The bets are provided on one single list in time order. 

• 2.0% bets that win at around 50% strike-rate. 
• 1.0% bets that qualify but didn’t make the 2.0% cut. 

 
On Saturdays, complete Top-5 Ratings sheets are provided for the Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth races. 

 
Wednesday Coverage 

 
At the Wednesday metro meetings, the Nationwide service provides the Nationwide Best Bets from Melbourne, 
Sydney, Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth. 

 
The bets are provided on one single list in time order. 

• 2.0% - bets that win at around 60% strike-rate. 
• 1.0% - bets that qualify but didn’t make the 2.0% cut. Approx 31% winning strike-rate. 

 
On Wednesday meetings, complete Top-5 Ratings sheets are provided for the Melbourne, Sydney, 
Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth races. 

 
 

Action 
 

There are approximately 380 bets per year. Which means about 4 bets per raceday on average. 
So it’s about 8 bets per week. 

 
The busiest day so far is 11 bets but sometimes there may be only one. 

 
The average profit per raceday is $160 assuming a $100 or $200 bet (1.0% or 2.0% of $10k). 

 
Since January 2021 there has been 84 winning days averaging $562 profit and 82 losing days averaging $238 loss. 
The worst day was - $860 (8.6% of the bank) 
The best day was + $3,420 (34.2% bank gain) 
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Nationwide Top-2 Strategy 
  
We have Top-2 plan which works on the ratings sheets that we provide Nationwide. 
It is not a good idea to bet top-2 on every rated race, there are races that should be ignored. We know which ones. 
  
We mark the rating sheets, so you know when to go in with the top-2 and when to stay out (Level stakes 1.0% bets). 
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Mel Eachway Master Plan 
 

 
 

On January 1st, 2023, the Melbourne Eachway Master Plan went live. 
A list of qualifiers is provided on the Melbourne raceday web page.  
 
Here is the list provided on the first day (A very quiet day) 

 
 
The bets are a simple 1.0% of the bank for the win and for the place.  
 

Eachway Master Reference 
 

This pdf gives full information, instruction, results printouts, results spreadsheets, 
and Q & A’s,  
Elite Eachway-Master Strategy Explained Pdf 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Elite-Eachway-Master-Strategy-Expained-1.pdf
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

You will not win money at the races unless you can rigidly stick to a plan through thick and thin. 
 

If you can make the commitment to yourself to bet methodically and professionally from now on, then I know 
that you will make as much as you want from your betting. 

 
There have been many losing streaks for every plan yet they all recover the losses and hit new bank record 
highs for those who stuck with them. 

The recovery phase is fantastic but sadly comes when some members have decided to give up. They most 
probably did not have the physical bank in place. 

 
With Elite you have unique access to winning selections and proven profitable betting strategies; all you need 
is the determination and business-like approach to make this work. 

 
The percentage of renewals to Elite is extremely high, the envy of our competitors. We work tirelessly to keep 
it that way. Subscribers do not renew unless they are happy with the service and they are making a profit. 

 

If you have any specific queries just send an email. 
We are here to help you and improve all aspects of your punting. We try to check for emails of an urgent 
nature right up to midday on race-morning but after that we are in the ring backing our judgement just like 
you. 

 
Looking forward to a long and profitable association. 

 
 

All the best 
 

Larry 
and 
Richard Taylor 
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